tion with thermal electrons. Contrary to most neutral gas-The existence of this bow shock has been confirmed by spacecraft measurements at Comets P/Giacobini-Zinner eous species which follow a radial expansion away from the nucleus and can be described by a spherically symmet- (Bame et al. 1986) and P/Halley (Gringauz et al. 1986 , Mukai et al. 1986 , Balsiger et al. 1986 , Johnstone et al. 1986 , ric model (e.g., Haser 1957 , the dynamics of ions is governed by the interaction with the solar wind, leading to a Ré me et al . , Neubauer et al. 1986 . Near the comet, the drag on the plasma due to collisions with the expanding complicated, non-spherical distribution (i.e., the ion tail). To understand the measured distribution of ions, it is nec-neutral gas is large enough to prevent the solar wind from penetrating the innermost region of the coma. The exisessary to model their dynamics as well as the relevant production and loss processes. The lack of such models tence of such a cavity at a distance of 4660 km from the nucleus was established by Giotto at Comet P/Halley (Neuhas so far hindered the quantitative analysis of H 2 O ϩ observations. In this article we present a model which starts bauer et al . , Balsiger et al. 1986 . Inside this diamagnetic cavity the cometary ions are coupled to the neutral from first principles to compute the spatial distribution of H 2 O ϩ in cometary comae. The plasma flow in the coma is gas via ion-molecule collisions and move with the same velocity as the neutral gas. Outside the diamagnetic cavity, computed with a self-consistent MHD model from known boundary conditions such as the total gas production rate however, the cometary ions get picked up by the plasma, as described above. In order to describe the spatial distribuof the comet, the solar wind density, speed, temperature, and the orientation and strength of the interplanetary mag-tion of cometary ions it is therefore necessary to compute the plasma stream-lines in the coma. netic field. Using known ionization frequencies and reaction rates we then calculate the densities of the main ions
To compute the three-dimensional vector flow field of the coma we use the fully three-dimensional magnetohyin the coma by integrating their continuity equations along the stream-lines for given production rates of the neutral drodynamic (MHD) model of Gombosi et al. (1996) . This model uses conservation of mass, momentum, and energy gas species. In the case of Comet P/Halley the gas production rates of the main species are known independently.
as well as the induction equation to self-consistently compute the plasma mass density, plasma flow, plasma pressure, and magnetic field in the coma. The interaction of SOLAR WIND-COMA INTERACTION the solar wind with the cometary gas is taken into account Insolation of a cometary nucleus leads to the evaporation by source terms on the right hand side of the ideal MHD of frozen volatiles from the comet. The liberated gases equations. These source terms describe the change in mass expand radially from the nucleus with typical speeds be-density, momentum, and pressure due to the pick-up of tween 0.5 and 1.0 km s Ϫ1 for the heavier molecules like H 2 O newly ionized atoms/molecules and due to the loss of ions (cf. Lä mmerzahl et al. 1987 , Combi 1996 . These molecules by recombination with electrons. Collisions between ions form the gaseous coma which can extend over a distance and neutral particles do not alter the ion density directly in excess of 10 6 km. The solar ultraviolet radiation leads but are taken into account as source terms in the momento photodissociation and photoionization of the cometary tum and energy equations. molecules. In addition, the cometary molecules and atoms
The resulting system consists of eight scalar partial difcan also be ionized by electron impact and charge exchange ferential equations (mass density, pressure, three compowith solar wind ions (mainly H ϩ ). nents of velocity, three components of magnetic field). It Newly ionized cometary ions are immediately acceler-is solved numerically in a rectangular box which extends ated by the motional electric field created by the interplan-25 ϫ 10 6 km upstream and sideward from the nucleus and etary magnetic field which is transported with the solar 50 ϫ 10 6 km downstream of the nucleus. By the use of wind. The resulting motion of the cometary ion is a super-such a large simulation box we ensure that the solution is position of a gyration around the magnetic field line and not influenced by the boundary conditions chosen. In order the bulk motion of the solar wind. The gyrocenter of the to resolve the physical processes on much smaller scales ion therefore moves with the solar wind. This process is in the vicinity of the nucleus we use adaptive refinement referred to as ''ion pick-up.'' of the computational grid with Adaptive Mesh Refinement Since energy and momentum of the solar wind are con-(AMR). The smallest cell in the vicinity of the nucleus has served, the pick-up of cometary ions, which adds mass, a size of only (48 km) 3 , whereas the largest cell far upstream must be compensated by a decrease in the solar wind speed. in the undisturbed solar wind has a size of (3.125 ϫ 10 6 If the supersonic solar wind is sufficiently decelerated by km) 3 , a span of more than four orders of magnitude in the pick-up of cometary ions, it becomes subsonic. A bow one dimension. shock forms at the transition from supersonic speed to A detailed description of the grid-structure and the resubsonic. The formation of a bow shock upstream of the finement procedure is found in DeZeeuw and Powell comet has first been predicted by Biermann et al. (1967 Biermann et al. ( ) (1992 and in Gombosi et al. (1996) . The MHD equations are solved numerically with a second order upwind scheme on grounds of a one-dimensional hydrodynamic model.
(see, e.g., Hirsch 1988 for a detailed discussion of upwind Under quiet solar conditions, impact ionization by suprathermal electrons (temperature Ͼ10 5 K) can contribute schemes). The scheme is second order accurate in both space and time. It is based on a new Riemann-solver which significantly to the ionization in certain regions of the coma where the suprathermal electron density is high. The solar has been developed specifically for MHD in three dimensions (Powell 1994 , Powell et al. 1995 . This new Riemann-wind electrons have a typical temperature between 1.0 and 2.5 ϫ 10 5 K at 1 AU (Feldman et al. 1975 ) and the same solver, which is based on the complete system of eigenvectors of the differential equations, ensures that the condi-density as the solar wind ions. Along with the solar wind ions, the density of these electrons increases by a factor tion ١ ؒ B ϭ 0 is maintained to truncation accuracy everywhere and at all times.
of about 2 to 3 at the bow shock. Unlike in the case of the ions, however, the electron temperature increases only modestly at the bow shock, since the solar wind electrons ION-CHEMICAL NETWORK are already subsonic. With decreasing distance to the comet, the suprathermal electrons lose their energy by General inelastic collisions with the neutral gas. Our network of ion-chemical reactions is an extended This general picture has been confirmed by in situ meaversion of the one described by Hä berli et al. (1995) . It surements at Comet P/Halley. For the encounter of Giotto, includes production of ions by photoionization or electron Ré me et al. (1986) reported an electron temperature of impact ionization of cometary gas, loss of ions by recombi-about 2.5 ϫ 10 5 K outside the bow shock and an electron nation with electrons, and reactions between ions and mol-temperature of 3.0 to 4.0 ϫ 10 5 K inside the bow shock, ecules or atoms, which conserve charge but alter the iden-decreasing steadily toward closest approach. Gringauz tity of the ion. In the Appendix we give a detailed list of et al. (1987) , during the encounter of Vega 1, also found the reactions included in our ion-chemical network. The electron temperatures of 4.0 ϫ 10 5 K just inside the bow densities of the neutral gas species, which are needed in shock, decreasing as the spacecraft approached the comet. order to compute the ionization rate, are obtained from Note, however, that the electron density reported by Ré me Haser's model (Haser 1957) . Since the velocity of the neu-et al. (1986) in the solar wind underestimates somewhat tral gas is known to vary with cometocentric distance for the proton density found by Neugebauer et al. (1989) . They active comets, we use in our Haser model the outflow only measured the electrons above an energy threshold of speed as computed by Combi (1996) for the heavier species 10 eV and might therefore overestimate the actual supralike H 2 O. This model by Combi (1996) produces a very thermal electron temperature. For this reason and for sake good match to the in situ measurements of the outflow of simplicity we assume a constant temperature of the suvelocity by the Neutral Mass Spectrometer on board Giotto prathermal electrons of 2.0 ϫ 10 5 K everywhere. (Lä mmerzahl et al. 1987) .
In the region of the undisturbed solar wind we set the The number density of H is taken directly from Combi density of the suprathermal electrons equal to the solar (1996), scaled to the respective water production rate. wind density. Inside the bow shock we use a value of 20 Table I lists the neutral parent and daughter species consid-cm Ϫ3 (about twice the solar wind density). To account for ered in our model. In Table II we list the ions included in the energy loss by collisions with neutral gas, we assume our network along with their main production and destruc-that the suprathermal density decreases linearly from cm Ϫ3 tion channels. Since we concentrate in this paper on the at 10 5 km to 0 at the contact surface. No electron impact spatial distribution of H 2 O ϩ , the chemistry of this ion is ionization is assumed inside the contact surface. Overall, presented in more detail in Table III. this gives a conservative but realistic estimate of the electron impact ionization frequency (see also Cravens et al. Sources of Ionization 1987) . In cometary comae, the solar ultraviolet radiation is generally the major source of ionization. Since absorption Loss of Ionization effects become important only for cometocentric distances less than 1000 km, it is not necessary to consider in detail
The main loss of ions in cometary comae is due to dissociative recombination of molecular ions with thermal electhe spectrum of the ionizing radiation. We therefore use the wavelength-integrated ionization frequencies from the trons. Radiative recombination of atomic ions is slower than dissociative recombination by four to five orders of compilation by Huebner et al. (1992) . For the species not listed we have estimated the ionization frequency based on magnitude (see, e.g., Banks and Kockarts 1973) . It is not important in controlling the density of atomic ions in coma comparison with molecules of similar ionization potential and complexity. For the main cometary species, however, etary comae since the time scales associated with transport or ion-molecule reactions are shorter. The dissociative the ionization frequency is known based on laboratory measurements of the photoabsorption cross section.
recombination rate of molecular ions generally varies as DuBois et al. 1978 , Mul et al. 1981 , Mul et al. 1983 ). For Mul et al. (1983) for temperatures up to 30,000 K. For all other polyatomic ions which makes it negligible. We therefore assume that the electron temperature is organized by the magnetic field we assume the same temperature dependence as for H 3 O ϩ . A single fluid MHD approach is not suitable for comput-and is constant along field lines, rather than spherical.
TABLE II Ionic Species Considered in the Model
This has been found to be reasonable by a detailed twoing the temperature of the thermal electrons since most of the electron heat flux is carried by the suprathermal dimensional model of the thermal and suprathermal electrons in cometary comae (Gan and Cravens 1990 ). electrons which constitute only a small fraction of the total electron population. We also cannot use the total plasma To avoid integration of the magnetic field lines at every timestep in the MHD model we use the field line geometry temperature as computed by our MHD model since the ions and electrons are heated by completely different pro-by Hä berli et al. (1995) instead. For consistency we use the same electron temperature in the MHD model as in cesses and their temperatures are expected to be different (ions are heated by the pick-up process and by ion-neutral the ion-chemical network. friction, electrons by suprathermal electrons). We there-Ion-Molecule Reactions fore have to rely on additional information to obtain the temperature of the thermal electrons.
If exothermic, reactions between ions and molecules often proceed with the collision rate down to very low We use a modified electron temperature derived by Ip (1985) with a spherical model of cometary ionospheres as temperatures since they generally do not require and activation energy. The attractive force between the ion and presented by Hä berli et al. (1995) . This electron temperature has been shown to be in agreement with the measured the induced dipole moment of the molecule gives rise to a large collision rate (Langevin 1905) ; in the case of a ion composition in the inner coma (r Ͻ 50,000 km) in Comet P/Halley (Hä berli et al. 1995, see also Hä berli et al. molecule with a permanent dipole, the collision rate is increased even further (Moran and Hamill 1963) . The con-1996 for a detailed discussion of the electron energetics). Due to their small mass and hence high mobility, the elec-tribution of the induced dipole moment to the collision rate is expected to stay constant with temperature according to tron thermal conductivity can be substantial. Perpendicular to the magnetic field, however, the thermal conductivity classical mechanics. The contribution due to the permanent dipole, however, is expected to decrease as T Ϫ0.5 according is reduced by a factor 1 ϩ Ͷ 2 2 , where Ͷ is the electron cyclotron frequency and the mean time between collisions to the Average Dipole Orientation (ADO) theory by Su and Bowers (1973a,b) . (Chapman and Cowling 1952). At 10,000 km from the Measurements of exothermic ion-molecule reactions at variation with a best-fit period of 7.6 days. Combi and Fink (1993) used spatial profiles of several species to correct low temperatures (T Ͻ 150 K) show that the reaction rate increases rapidly with decreasing temperature, which the periodic variation for aperture effects in the photometry. The absolute calibration is based on a water production cannot be explained based on the ADO theory. This is understood in terms of the freezing-in of rotational degrees rate of 6.57 ϫ 10 29 s Ϫ1 on March 9.7. This value was obtained by a re-evaluation of International Ultraviolet Exof freedom at these low temperatures . Since the relevant temperature (the reduced plorer OH measurements (Feldman et al. 1987) by . The dependence of the water production rate ion-neutral temperature T r ϭ (m i T n ϩ m n T i )/(m n ϩ m i )) is higher than about 200 K in most parts of the coma on heliocentric distance r has been taken into account according to r Ϫ2.39
, relevant for March 1986 (Schleicher (Lä mmerzahl et al. 1987 , Altwegg et al. 1993 we do not need to worry about these low temperature effects. Mea-et al. 1990) . We assumed that the composition of the gas was the same as measured by Giotto on March 14, i.e., surements of ion-molecule reactions at kinetic energies up to 2 eV (Lindinger et al. 1975) show that the reaction that water accounts for 80% (per volume) of the total gas production (Krankowsky et al. 1986) . The boundary rates often decrease only slowly with temperatures, stay constant, or even increase with temperature, contrary to conditions for our computations are summarized in Table IV . the ADO theory. Su and Bowers (1979) speculate that effects due to ion-quadrupole or induced dipole-induced Figure 1 shows on the left panel the spatial distribution of H 2 O ϩ in the coma of Comet P/Halley as measured by dipole forces, which are generally neglected, are responsible for the near constancy of reaction rates with increasing DiSanti et al. (1990) with the narrow-band filter. The labels on the right (numbers 45 through 364) give the observed temperature. We therefore assume constant ion-molecule reactions rates for such reactions as proton transfer and intensity in units of 10 6 photons s Ϫ1 cm Ϫ2 sr
Ϫ1
. On the right panel we show the computed H 2 O ϩ density integrated ion-atom interchange if no measurements of the temperature dependence are available (this is the case for all major along the line-of-sight. The computed absolute column densities were converted to intensity using the revised flureactions in our model) and use the measured rate at 300 K.
The situation is different for charge exchange reactions orescence efficiency as suggested by DiSanti et al. (1990) (see also discussion in next section). The pronounced de-(such as H ϩ ϩ O Ǟ O ϩ ϩ H) since a direct collision is not required to exchange an electron. We have taken the pression in the measured image (between cuts E and F) seems to be a transient feature of cometary comae. DiSanti energy dependent cross sections for charge exchange reactions from Tawara (1978) . In cases where the measure-et al. (1990) noted that it could also be associated with an internal reflection in their optics. In Fig. 2 we show a ments do not cover the whole energy range or where no measurements are available we employ the theory devel-comparison of the measured H 2 O ϩ column density (diamonds) along the tail-axis (extracted from the narrowoped by Rapp and Francis (1962) Huebner et al. 1992 ). There is a significant (12:25-13:00 UT) with a long-slit spectrograph and on March 6 (12:34-12:36 UT) with a narrow-band filter (cen-production of CO ϩ even at distances outside 10 5 km, whereas most of the H 2 O ϩ is produced inside 50,000 km tered at 6192 Å ) and a CCD camera. The solar wind parameters and the interplanetary magnetic field in the vicinity of the nucleus. Figure 3 displays the cross-tail profiles of H 2 O ϩ from of Comet P/Halley were measured by Vega 1 on March 6 (early morning UT). We used the solar wind conditions DiSanti et al. (1990) at four different location along the tail (diamonds). The solid line shows the result of our as measured by Vega 1 (Gringauz et al. 1986 , Riedler et al. 1986 as boundary conditions to compute the H 2 O ϩ distri-computations for the lower production rate of March 5. Please note that the reduced water production rate (it bution in the coma, since these measurements are closest in time to the ground-based measurements by DiSanti et al. was reduced by 21% compared to March 6) results in a measurably lower H 2 O ϩ column density. It should there-(1990). The time-dependent cometary water production rate was deduced based on the lightcurve measured by fore be possible to derive variations in the water production rate of comets from observations of H 2 O ϩ . Both the Schleicher et al. (1990) as presented by Combi and Fink 1993 . Schleicher et al. decomposed the production rate computed and measured profiles show the double peak structure with maxima at 10,000 to 20,000 km off the tailvariation of C 2 into a long term secular variation expressed as a power law in the heliocentric distance and a periodic axis, although the structure seems to disappear with dis- tance in the measurements whereas it stays visible in the computed profiles.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Double Peak Structure
In the inner coma of an active comet (cometocentric distance less than 1 few 10 4 km), reactive ions such as H 2 O ϩ are in near photochemical equilibrium (e.g., Hä berli et al. 1995) . In this case the number density of an ion species is given by the production divided by the destruction. The main production of H 2 O ϩ is by photoionization of neutral H 2 O. Electron impact ionization and charge exchange (see Table II ) only contribute at larger cometocentric distances where most of the neutral H 2 O has been dissociated. Close to the comet (less than a few 1000 km), the main destruction of H 2 O ϩ is by reaction with neutral H 2 O (cf. Table III) . Dissociative recombination of H 2 O ϩ is lower by about one order of magnitude as presented in Fig. 4 . On the sunward side, the reaction of H 2 O ϩ with neutral H 2 O remains the dominant destruction process. In this case, both the production and the destruction of H 2 O ϩ is proportional to the neutral water density; the resulting H 2 O ϩ number density is therefore approximately constant. The same also holds on the flanks of the comet. Along the tail-axis on the anti-sunward side, however, electron recombination
FIG. 3. Profiles of H 2 O
ϩ column density (diamonds) in the tail of becomes relatively more important as a loss process of Comet P/Halley on March 5. 5, 1986 5, (from DiSanti et al. 1990 . The H 2 O ϩ . This is due to the channeling of ions onto the tailprofiles were measured with a long-slit spectrograph perpendicular to axis caused by the low magnetic pressure in the magnetic the tail-axis at different distances from the nucleus (as indicated). Solid neutral sheet (see Gombosi et al. 1996) . This leads to very lines show computed H 2 O ϩ column density profiles using the conditions high ion and electron densities along the tail-axis. In addiappropriate for March 5.5 (cf. Table 4 ). Conversion of measured intensity to column density is based on revised g-factors.
tion, the electron temperature along the tail-axis remains 
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low since there is no inflow of suprathermal electrons from the solar wind. A low electron temperature leads to a higher recombination rate (see Table IV ). Due to the higher relative importance of recombination along the tail-TABLE A.II Photoionization axis, the resulting H 2 O ϩ density in this region is therefore lower than elsewhere; this leads to the pronounced dip in the observed profiles. In reality, we expect that the channeling of ions onto the tail-axis is less pronounced due to changes in the solar wind speed and direction which cause the tail to flare. This will reduce the above effect, especially at larger distances from the comet. This is in agreement with the measurements, where the double peak structure seems to disappear, whereas it stays prominent in the computed profiles (see Figs. 1 and 3) .
FLUORESCENCE EFFICIENCIES
The conversion of observed brightness to H 2 O ϩ column density depends on the fluorescence efficiency or g-factor of the observed emission. The g-factor is inversely proportional to the mean lifetime of the upper state of the transition (e.g., Chamberlain 1961). DiSanti et al. (1990) (1978) , measured for u ϭ 12 through 15. We note, however, that the lifetime measured by Erman and Brzozowski (1973) , 800 ns, is much smaller than the measurement by Mö hlmann et al. (1978) , 10.5 Ȑs. Curtis and Erman (1977) argued that earlier measurements of optical lifetimes of ions had been distorted by space charge effects, which had not been taken into account, and found a longer lifetime of the (0,13,0) band than Erman and Brzozowski did. The finding by Erman and Brzozowski (1973) , that the lifetime is the same for all u, does therefore not come as a surprise. It seems that, instead the decay of an optical emission, they just measured the repulsion of the positive ions which naturally is independent of the level of vibrational excitation.
The line-of-sight integral of the H 2 O ϩ number density measured by Balsiger et al. (1986) provides a firm lower limit to the column abundance which should be able to be calculated from remotely measured intensity of the H 2 O ϩ emission bands. DiSanti et al. (1990) Balsiger et al. (1986) . They found that the in situ measured densities were a factor of two higher than the ground-based values using the assumed g-factor. DiSanti et al. (1990) therefore postulated that the gfactor is smaller by a factor of 2 than the one based on the 10.5 Ȑs lifetime, corresponding to a lifetime of 21 Ȑs. The situation is obviously unsatisfactory; there is no firm and can now be used to interpret the absolute abundances based and in situ measurements, but also between the measurements and our model (cf. Fig. 2 ). Since that time and spatial distributions based on ground-based measurements of the (0,8,0) H 2 O ϩ transition with confidence. We Arpigny (1994) found that for NH 2 a single band, like the (0,8,0) band, only samples half of the total permitted lower find that these are consistent with published experimental radiative lifetime of Mö hlmann et al. (1978) , in combinarotational levels. This results in hidden NH 2 which in effect requires decreasing the (0,8,0) band g-factor by a factor of tion with the factor of 2 correction suggested by Arpigny (1994) . As mentioned earlier, an ad hoc revised g-factor about 2. Arpigny further recommended that this correction also be applied to the isoelectronic ion H 2 O ϩ . This effect, had been proposed by DiSanti et al. in order to achieve agreement between their ground based measurements and which brings the NH and NH 2 measurements into rough agreement also appears to explain the discrepancy between in situ measurements (Balsiger et al. 1986) .
By comparing the results for the two different producground-based and in situ levels of H 2 O ϩ . This indicates then that the lifetime measurement of 10.5 Ȑs by Möhl-tion rates on March 5 and 6 we notice that the difference in production rate is well reflected in the magnitude of the mann et al. (1978) appears to be correct and that the factor of 2 correction is only introduced in calculating the g-factor. H 2 O ϩ column density. This will allow us to derive neutral water production rates of comets from H 2 O ϩ measurements. We must, however, caution the reader that the CONCLUSIONS current model computes the ion distribution in steady state We have coupled the flow results of our new fully three-and does not consider any temporal effects. It is well known dimensional MHD model of cometary comae with a de-that the structures of cometary tails show significant tempotailed model of the ion chemistry. Our chemical network ral variations induced mainly by changes in the solar wind contains the major cometary neutral and ionic species plus parameters (e.g., Jockers 1982) . Transient structures, such some interesting trace species (such as He ϩϩ and He ϩ ). We as ion rays, can significantly enhance the ion column denapplied our model to the conditions (solar wind parame-sity in the tail. It is therefore dangerous to derive the water ters, total gas production rate) of Comet P/Halley on production rate from the measured ion density at a specific March 5 and 6, 1986 and Meier et al. (1993) ; Mi91, gas production rate is known from independent sources, we have obtained good agreement with both in situ (Gombosi Millar et al. (1991); Mt90, Mitchell (1990) ; Mu83, Mul et al. (1983) ; OS87, Orient and Srivastasa (1987); Ra95, Rao et al. 1996) and ground-based observations. et al. (1995) ; RF62, Rapp and Francis (1962) ; SA88, Schleicher and A'Hearn (1988); Ta78, Tawara (1978) .
APPENDIX: ION-CHEMICAL NETWORK
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